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When it's time to choose carpet floors in Los Angeles, CA it's natural to think of color and design
first. The bedroom is not used as much as other rooms, so there's a tendency to approach carpet
selection in terms of what you want without regard for durability or maintenance.

Now ask yourself this: Who will be using the bedroom? Is it the bedroom for the parents or the
children? Will grandmother be sleeping in the room or a 5 year old son?

The people using the bedroom will determine the type of use the carpet floors in Los Angeles, CA
will get over the years. The typical use the carpet will get on a regular basis is a major consideration
in the type of carpet selected. Though color and designs are important, you want to choose carpet
that fits all your needs and not just aesthetic requirements.

Tough Carpet for Tough Use by Kids

A child's bedroom is often more than a room for sleeping. It's also a playground for younger children
and a hideaway for teens. The activities conducted in the room will play a big role in the grade and
style of carpet you choose.

Young children often play in their rooms and without regard for the carpet. They bang toys, invite
friends over, spill drinks and generally give carpet a rough time. The child's bedroom also tends to
get a lot of traffic with kids, parents, siblings and friends running in and out on a regular basis. Don't
forget the family dog or cat with claws and fur will be visiting also.

The ideal carpet will be high quality and durable. Cut pile is a good choice. Looped carpet is too
susceptible to snagging. In cut pile carpeting the loops are cut at the top so the fibers stand straight.
In addition, cut pile carpet is softer than other types of carpets and resists crushing. It's also easy to
keep clean with vacuuming and periodic cleaning or shampooing because there are no loops to
catch dirt or food crumbs.

When it comes to color and design, you will want to choose based on how quickly and easily they
will show wear and tear. Darker colored carpets and carpets with designs will not show stains like
single colored lighter carpets.

Carpet for a Teen Haven

Teens usually use the bedroom as a haven, office, place to sleep, gathering place for friends and
television room. Though not as rough on carpet as young children, the bedroom carpet floors in Los
Angeles, CA teen rooms should be high quality, stain resistant and a medium color. Once again, the
carpet should be easy to clean.

Teen bedroom carpeting choices include cut pile, textures with their multi-color appearance, and
perhaps frieze which is a twisted cut pile carpet. All of these carpets resist footprints. In general, the
child's and teens bedroom carpet needs to be high quality and laid professionally so it lays flat and
is less susceptible to rippling.

Anything Goes for the Parent's Bedroom
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Parents have many more options when choosing carpet floors in Los Angeles, CA. However, the
parents still need to consider typical use. Usually the bedrooms used by adults get light wear and
little traffic. The room may stay empty all day, but that's not always the case.

You have a choice of cut pile, Saxony, plush, cut and loop pile, level loop pile or berber carpet floors
in Los Angeles, CA.  The carpet choices for adult bedrooms are often geared more around color
and design than durability. However, you still want to buy high quality carpeting that resists stains
and can be easily maintained.
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